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An African-American Unit in the Philippines
1. [African Americana]: [World War II]: [PHOTOGRAPH ALBUM
CONTAINING A MIXTURE OF VERNACULAR PHOTOGRAPHS,
PUBLISHED IMAGES, AND POSTCARDS CAPTURING THE
EXPERIENCES OF AFRICAN-AMERICAN SOLDIERS IN THE
PHILIPPINES TOWARD THE END OF OR JUST AFTER WORLD
WAR II]. [Various locations in the Philippines. ca. 1945]. 138 vernacular
photographs, most about 5 x 4 inches, twelve small strips containing
thirty-six vernacular thumbnail photographs, forty-one professional
photographs, and twenty postcards, all in mounting corners. Program
for the May 1949 commencement of Hampton Institute laid into a rear
pocket. Oblong folio. Contemporary brown leatherette, black titles on
front cover. Some rubbing and minor edge wear to boards. Some leaves
detached, some chipped. Album in good condition; photographs and
postcards in very good to near fine condition.
A substantial photograph album containing both vernacular and professionally-produced photographs, as well as picture postcards, all pertaining
to an unidentified soldier’s experiences in the Philippines towards the end
of or just after World War II. In our experience, photographic evidence
of African-American military service in the Philippines is uncommon.
The photographs picture African-American soldiers almost exclusively,
sometimes posing with local Philippine men and women. Several photographs depict African-American soldiers playing basketball, tennis, and
horsing around on a basketball court. The African-American soldiers are
also seen in camp, driving large military trucks, playing catch, building
a structure, transferring supplies, interacting with locals, and dancing
with local women at a party. The soldiers also pose with local women
(with whom they may or may not be romantically involved), and visit
the city, presumably Luzon, where they watch a baseball game and take
several shots of the buildings in town. Two group photographs feature
the soldiers – one showing them dressed in kitchen attire and standing
with several locals, the other showing about thirty African-American

soldiers in a wide shot standing amidst five military vehicles. Throughout the
album, there are only three annotations, each identifying a particular soldier by
name – “Buddy Moore” of St. Louis, “Grover Johnson,” and “’Red Apple’ Moore.”
The nature of the photographs suggest that the African-American troops featured
here were likely a support unit, and perhaps part of a motor pool.
The vernacular photographs also include twelve small strips of positive thumbnail
images, with three images on each strip. These photographs feature scenes in
the Philippines, onboard naval vessels, and on the beach at Barrio San Jose on
the Bataan Peninsula in Luzon, where three different soldiers stand by a sign
commemorating the surrender of Japanese troops to Jonathan Wainwright, and
one features the opening to the Malinta Tunnel. There are also seven vernacular
photographs of aircraft nose art, depicting pinups such as “Delectable Dottie,”
“Rice Pattie Hattie,” “Nosie Rosie,” and others.

The professional photographs include several images of indigenous peoples
(including four featuring women), scenes of the surrender, an American military
cemetery, and numerous scenes caught just after battles, with several depictions
of dead casualties. The postcards almost exclusively pertain to the Philippines,
picturing the Corregidor Barracks and other scenes in the area, Lake Taal in
Luzon, a bridge in Davao, “Native Fish Weirs” in Manila Bay, street scenes of
Manila, rice harvesting in Luzon, and others. A program for the seventy-ninth
annual commencement exercises of the Hampton Institute is laid in, which
presumably belonged either to the unknown compiler of the present album or
perhaps a family member.
An important collection of postwar images of an African-American unit in the
Philippines serving towards the end of or just after World War II.
$3250.

A Former Georgia Slave-Turned-Preacher’s Life Story
2. Anderson, Robert, Rev.: THE LIFE OF REV. ROBERT ANDERSON.
BORN THE 22d DAY OF FEBRUARY, IN THE YEAR OF OUR LORD
1819, AND JOINED THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH IN
1839. THIS BOOK SHALL BE CALLED THE YOUNG MEN’S GUIDE,
OR, THE BROTHER IN WHITE. Macon, Ga.: Printed for the Author, 1892.
[1],195pp. Frontispiece. Original brown cloth stamped in gilt and black. Minor
soiling and edge wear to boards. Contemporary bookplate on front pastedown,
previous owner’s inscription on front free endpaper, text lightly toned but clean.
A fresh and bright copy in very good plus condition.
The uncommon second and expanded edition of this slave narrative and AfricanAmerican autobiography by Rev. Robert Anderson. Reverend Anderson was born
into slavery in Liberty County, Georgia in 1819, and later moved with his master,
Dr. William J. Anderson to Glynn County. Anderson hired himself out for various
work until 1853, when he was able to purchase his own freedom for $1,000 and
his wife’s freedom for $500. Shortly thereafter, he became a Methodist minister,
serving a number of congregations in Georgia throughout the remainder of his life.
The present work is both an autobiography of Anderson as well as a proselytizing work. Anderson includes two versions of his life story – his current version
and that which was in the first edition, published a year earlier in Macon – and
interweaves his autobiography with religious stories and dialogues. His intentions
are stated clearly on the titlepage: “Besides containing a history of the leading
events in the life of Rev. Robert Anderson, this book has a remedy for the cure
of Small Pox, Millenium Story of Christ, the reason why God does not kill the
Devil, and a series of questions alphabetically arranged.” Following the titlepage,
and prior to the beginning of his autobiography, Anderson prints several pages
of the names of “Friends” in various cities who have bought his book in order to
“encourage him in his efforts to exalt his own race to that position of morality
and civilization attained by himself....”
The work contains both a small engraved portrait frontispiece of Anderson and a
photographic frontispiece showing Anderson and his family, both preceding the
titlepage. The titlepage has a handwritten price, reading “Price $1.50,” likely
written by the author. According to a brief passage at the beginning of the text,
Anderson sold copies of the book himself; this is further evidenced by the original owner’s inscription on the front free endpaper, dated 1895 in St. Augustine,
Florida, which reads, “Rev. Anderson posed for me to sketch him – the condition
being that I purchase a book.”
The first edition of the work was also titled, The Life of Rev. Robert Anderson,
published in Macon in 1891 at a length of 119 pages. The present second edition, published a year later, is a much expanded work, and elegantly produced.
The second edition is more readily represented in institutions, but very rare in
the market, especially in such nice condition. Not in Work.
LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA SUPPLEMENT 74. KAPLAN
133.
$2250.

South Dakota Cattle
3. Avery, W.C.: CATTLE RAISING IN SOUTH DAKOTA. THE MOST
PROFITABLE FIELD IN THE WEST, AND WHY? THE BEST AND
CHEAPEST LANDS AND THE HEALTHIEST CLIMATE. FOREST CITY
AND GETTYSBURG R.R. CO. Forest City, S.D. [ca. 1905]. 31,[1]pp. including illustrations and ads. Original printed yellow wrappers. Minor edge wear, soft
vertical crease throughout. Clean internally. Very good.
A rare promotional pamphlet for South Dakota and its cattle industry, sponsored
by the Forest City and Gettysburg Railroad Company. The work includes statistics
about the cattle herds, as well as information about the land, climate, transportation
facilities, irrigation methods, and populace. There are also photographs of local
scenes and topography, and a map of the rail lines. A part of the text discusses
the Indian population in the area; and two of the illustrations show Indians, one
being “A Number of Indians in a Council of War” and the other a picture of the
Cheyenne Indian Agency. W.C. Avery was land commissioner of Forest City,
South Dakota. “One of those rare promotional booklets issued in the early days
by the various railroads” – Adams. OCLC locates only eight copies.
ADAMS HERD 187. OCLC 7756162, 27911307.
$1500.

The Will of the People the Supreme Law
4. [Bingham, George Caleb]: [Sartain, John]: THE COUNTY ELECTION.
New York: Goupil & Co., 1854. Mezzotint engraving by John Sartain, 23¾ x 30½
inches (sight under mat). Minor surface wear near top edge. Excellent tonality.
Very good. Matted and framed to 31 x 38 inches.
A striking political scene from one of the greatest American Realist painters of
the 19th century.

George Caleb Bingham was born on a plantation in Virginia but grew up in Missouri, where he lived most of his life. He was largely a self-taught painter, but
one with immense talents and instincts; creating – in addition to a steady output
of dignified portraits – a series of genre paintings depicting, with a blend of grace
and humor, the way of life of the people of the plains and the Missouri river.
Bingham was himself a politician of some renown, with an interesting record of

party hopping. Bingham served a term as a Missouri state Congressman for the
Whig party beginning in 1848, sided with Lincoln and the Republicans during
the Civil War, and then served as a delegate for the Democratic Party in 1872.
At various times, he also served as Treasurer of Missouri, first chief of police in
Kansas City, and the Adjutant-General of Missouri. Throughout his political career, Bingham also remained a productive artist, leaving a catalogue of wonderful
paintings that earned him the nickname, the “Missouri Artist.”
Bingham’s political career inspired some of his finest – and most crowded –
genre pictures, including County Election (1851/2), The County Canvass (1853/4,
also known as Stump Speaking), and The Verdict of the People (1854), a series of
three political crowd scenes which delineated the political process as it existed
in Missouri: a blend of free democracy and mild corruption. These paintings
often featured Bingham himself, political players in the area, and other Missouri
locals known to him.
The County Election was the first of Bingham’s “Election Series.” The original
painting resides at the Saint Louis Art Museum, from which the present engraving
was taken. The scene captures the energy and excitement of a mid-19th-century
American election, depicting election day in Missouri in 1850, as a range of voters
from across the social landscape line up at the courthouse to cast their verbal vote
to the county clerk, as this election took place before the age of secret or even
written ballots. Some voters engage in election-day politicking; others gather
around another symbol of democracy, the newspaper. Campaign shenanigans are
also well represented here. One of the candidates stands near the front of the
line of voters, handing his card to the man next-in-line to vote. Another man
further down the stairs lures a voter in with a friendly hand on the shoulder and
a calling card of his own. A banner hangs above the scene reading “the will of
the people the supreme law.” One subject at center-left drags a slumping, probably drunken man to the polls. At left, another man accepts hard cider from an
African-American man, in an effort to buy his vote with alcohol. The element of
chance is also present in the scene of the two boys at bottom-center. This pair
of youths participate in an old ritual where a knife thrown into the ground determines the winner, suggesting that elections are also determined by such blind luck.

“Besides commenting on American electioneering in general, The County Election
records a particular political event. As many of Bingham’s contemporaries would
have known, the painting depicts Election Day 1850 in Saline County, Missouri,
when the artist himself was running for a place in the State Legislature. Bingham
lost that election to E.D. Sappington, whom he represents as the unprincipled
candidate in the shiny top hat. Sappington, with his workers, did try to buy
votes with liquor, and because he was related to the judge and one of the clerks,
the election’s outcome naturally aroused suspicion. Bingham did not contest
the results, but The County Canvass makes an obvious indictment of his political
opponent. The artist himself makes an appearance in the picture as the figure
in the stovepipe hat seated on the courthouse steps, attended by a friendly dog
and two men in white hats who pause to look over his shoulder. Bingham’s quiet
concentration sets him apart from the crowd, and we can only wonder whether
he is keeping track of the votes in order to tally them for himself, or sketching
the unruly practices of a young democracy” – Picturing America.
The scene was engraved by a very talented artist in his own right, John Sartain
(1808-97), currently most notable for his 1841 engraving of the Amistad captive,
Cinque. Sartain had a prolific career besides, and played a major role in developing and popularizing mezzotint engraving in the United States. Working in
Philadelphia from 1830 to the end of the 19th century, the English-born Sartain
produced approximately 1,500 prints for books and for several different periodicals, including his own, Sartain’s Union Magazine of Literature and Art, which ran
from 1849 to 1852. The majority of Sartain’s work reproduces historical and
allegorical scenes, landscapes, and portraits, many by leading painters of the day
who commissioned Sartain themselves, including Bingham for the present work.
A bold and rewarding picture of American electoral politics in Missouri in the
1850s, which is as relevant today as it was when it was created.
BLOCH, A CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ (1967) P9. BLOCH, THE PAINTINGS
OF GEORGE CALEB BINGHAM A CATALOGUE RAISONNÉ (1986), 260.
Linda Merrill, et al, Picturing America: Teachers Resource Book (Washington, D.C.:
National Endowment for the Humanities, 2008), p.34.
$8500.

World War II Letters and Photographs
from a Judge Advocate in the Pacific
5. Blanche, John Kent: [COLLECTION OF LETTERS AND PHOTOGRAPHS FROM JOHN KENT BLANCHE, A JUDGE ADVOCATE SERVING IN HAWAII, ATTU, AND KWAJALEIN, SENT BACK HOME TO
HIS WIFE AND SON IN CALIFORNIA, AND REPORTING ON ARMY
LIFE IN HAWAII AND SOUTH SEA BATTLES DURING WORLD WAR
II]. [Various locations, including Los Angeles, San Francisco, but mostly Hawaii.
1941-1958]. 101 items sleeved in a single three-ring binder, including seventy-one
letters from Blanche to his wife and son, fifteen photographs, a pair of 7th Army
Division insignia, eleven letters from Blanche’s son, and two other letters from
friends to Blanche’s wife during the war. Overall very good.

A substantial and unusual archive of World War II letters from Judge Advocate
John Kent Blanche, who served in a few different locales in the South Pacific, but
was mainly stationed in Hawaii, writing home about his experiences to his wife
and young son in California. John Kent Blanche’s wartime letters report on life
in Hawaii during the war, his work in the JAG Corps, the Battle of Kwajalein in
the Marshall Islands, detailed interactions with indigenous peoples in the Marshall
Islands (with original vernacular photographs of same), and much more.
The 101 items in the collection include seventy-one letters (autograph, typed,
and V-Mail) from Blanche to his wife, Monita Lucille Brandt Blanche and their
son in Pasadena and San Marino, California, dated from 1941-44 (many with

in the liberation of the Philippines. Blanche’s
letters to his wife were written mostly during
his time in Hawaii – after his time in Attu and
before his time in the Philippines. These letters, which date from Blanche’s arrival in Hawaii
in November, 1943, continue to August, 1944,
contain much information on family matters,
personal finances, their son’s health and activities,
household purchases, and more. Often, Blanche
even mentions movies he’s recently watched.
He includes descriptions of life in Hawaii, and
sometimes refers back to his earlier service on
Attu Island in the Aleutians earlier in the war.
In his first letter from Hawaii, dated November
1, 1943, Blanche writes about the beauty of the
islands and specifically about the appearance
and racial composition of the Hawaiian people
(retaining original spelling, capitalization, and
punctuation): “The people are most interesting,
and the World’s Almanac says 35% of the population is japanese and only 4% pure hawaiian.
It seems to me they are developing a new race,
mixing filipino, jap, chinese and hawaiian, and
you really can’t tell what any of them are because
there is some mixture in almost all of them.”

original envelopes, and a few with passages deleted by censors). There are also
fifteen photographs (most about 3 x 5 inches, some with mounting remnants),
a pair of 7th Army Division insignia, eleven letters from Blanche’s son Kent Jr.
who served as a naval ensign in Japan from 1956 to 1958, and two letters from
friends to Monita Blanche from 1943 and 1944.
Before the war, John Kent Blanche (1903-64) was an attorney for the telephone
company in Pasadena, California. He joined the Army in June, 1941 and served
in the Pacific Theater with the 7th Division as a judge advocate, reaching the
rank of lieutenant colonel. Blanche was awarded a Bronze Star for his service

While in Hawaii, Blanche reports on watching a
football game where the crowd “had a distinctly
oriental cast,” relates his hopes for postwar
prosperity (“A nice home, nicely furnished, a
darn good car, and maybe a place at the beach,
and some leisure”), reports on his victory as
division chess and checkers champion, informs
his wife of his study of the Japanese language
and his budding interest in photography, attends a “Sojourners” meeting where he hears
a presentation on Hawaiian legends from a native Hawaiian, and more. He even
writes a significant portion of one letter on the importance of labor unions.
Blanche’s November 22 typed letter displays signs of censorship, as part of four
lines of the letter have been cut out. The extractions seem to relate to movements
of troops and the possible location of Blanche’s next mission. Other censored
letters seem to reference specific actions of identified soldiers, and exhibit the
same types of cut outs.
In his February 7, 1944 letter, Blanche reports he is back in Hawaii. The reason
for his recent secrecy regarding his location was that he was involved in the Battle

of Kwajalein in the Marshall Islands, which he discusses: “The whole thing was
so quick and neat, it almost seems like a dream. We went down there and back,
and went right through the Marshals and might just as well have been sailing
to Catalina. We didn’t see a single hostile airplane, we didn’t have a submarine
scare, and should have been in a pretty precarious position being right in the
middle of a hornet’s nest.”
Blanche elaborates in another letter dated five days later: “I was given command
of three islands, to one of which the natives were evacuated, so I had charge of
them as well....In one case 90 of our men attacked an island where there were
102 Japs entrenched with machine guns. We lost a man and had six or seven
wounded, but wiped them all out except one who surrendered.”
He describes his experiences with the Marshall Islanders at length over the course
of several letters, and some of the photographs present here certainly relate to
images he mentions in his letters. He praises the people of the South Seas for
being friendly, Christian, intelligent, and civilized – “from the Sheriff of Attu
to the Governor of Enelabagan [Ennylabegan].” Blanche commanded several of
the Marshall Islands during this period of his war service, and writes much about
the “natives.”
In March, 1944, Blanche writes that he contracted “Oahu Pneumonia which is
apparently a mild variety of the real thing.” He spends a short stint in the army
hospital for his troubles. In July, Blanche describes a visit to Hawaii by President Roosevelt, General MacArthur, and Admiral Leahy for a division review.
Roosevelt spoke encouraging words to Blanche’s division, and the review went
well, in what Blanche called an “impressive sight.” Blanche also attends a luau in
July, which he describes as “a barbecue or picnic,” a concert by the great violinist
Yehudi Menuhin, and returns to his work in the JAG Corps after serving in the
field the past several months.

In his July 10 letter, Blanche reports on the recent Battle of Saipan: “Yes Saipan
was quite an affair, I guess. It was bound to be tough. You just can’t run into
that many Japs without taking heavy casualties, at least under the circumstances.
I have talked with some of the observers, and they feel that we did a pretty good
job under the circumstances, but I guess it was more like Attu than any other
show we’ve had. Of course everyone is certain that the Seventh could have done
a lot better.”
Along with his letters, the present collection includes fifteen photographs from
Blanche’s time in the service, specifically the South Seas. The photographs show
encounters with South Pacific men, women, and children, American military personnel, and an American warship. In one photograph, American soldiers pose with
the young ladies of a South Pacific village, and in another, two soldiers balance
two young children on their knees. Blanche mentions taking pictures of South
Sea islanders in several of his letters. One of the photographs is captioned on the
verso: “This is the day we hit the jackpot. Genl. Cramer is accepting the sword
in surrender of a Jap Navy Captain, his 17 officers and 360 men.”
The collection is rounded out with a couple of letters from Monita Blanche’s
friends and eleven letters from Kent Blanche, Jr. during his time in the Navy in
the 1950s. Blanche Junior also spent time in Hawaii, where his ship was greeted
at Pearl Harbor by “a dozen hula girls.” And like his father, Blanche Junior writes
enthusiastically about the films he sees.
An unusual and engaging collection of World War II correspondence, with much
to mine for war historians, cultural historians, and scholars studying family relations in the mid-20th century, due to the vast amount of husbandly instruction
present in Blanche’s letters.
$2500.

solider walking along a city street. The first section follows and is
labeled “Hawaii 5/7/42-11/1/42” and consists mostly of photographs
of soldiers at-ease, playing with radio equipment, and goofing around
likely as they wait for deployment to the front. The next section,
“Guadalcanal 11/15/42-12/1/43” is short but more somber, including photo prints of indigenous people of the island, the corpse of
a soldier, and a photo of a sign posted on a roadside reading: “Kill
the Bastards! Down this road marched one of the regiments of the
United States Army, Knights Serving the Queen of Battles, Twenty
of their wounded in litters were bayoneted, shot and clubbed by the
yellow bellies. Kill the Bastards!”

Album of an Army Sergeant in the Pacific During World War II

Next is a section entitled “Auckland, New Zealand 12/1/43-3/1/44,”
a small and peaceful section featuring photos of couples, a few female
friends, and shots of Burgstresser’s battery and company in formation
(90th Field Artillery Battalion, 25th Infantry Division). From there,
he was off to “New Caledonia 3/1/44-12/15/44” with a joint force
of ANZAC soldiers. Most of these shots are also at-ease and around
camp, several featuring a truck marked “NZ Mail.” From here, he
moves to “Luzon, P.I. 1/9(?)/45 to 10/2/45,” the final section and
the place where things get a bit more serious; this is also the largest
section in the album. Several images show soldiers setting up artillery stations, laying wire, and organizing ammunition. One image
in this section is labeled “V-J Day,” and this is the only mention
Burgstresser makes about the progress of the war. There are scenes
of buildings damaged from war, along with a few scenes of combat
and more of the aftermath of combat, including downed planes and
destroyed tanks, and several quite explicit images of corpses. In the
midst of this are images of Filipino women and men in traditional
attire (and likely some from New Caledonia and Guadalcanal as
well), including several shots of topless Filipino women likely not
taken by Burgstresser.

6. [Burgstresser, Harvey D.]: [World War II Photographica]: [PHOTOGRAPH
ALBUM OF UNITED STATES ARMY SSGT. HARVEY D. BURGSTRESSER
IN THE SOUTH PACIFIC DURING WORLD WAR II, INCLUDING
SERVICE IN THE PHILIPPINES, GUADALCANAL, AND ELSEWHERE].
[Philippines, New Caledonia, Guadalcanal, New Zealand, Hawaii. ca. 1942-1945].
213 photographs from 2¾ x 2¼ to 6½ x 8½ inches, corner-mounted; plus twenty-two
pieces of ephemera mounted or laid in, including two mimeographed pamphlets.
Oblong quarto album. Red silk boards, blue silk ties, with stylized Japanese figure
on center of front board. Some fraying to edges and corners, some loss to silk on
rear board, minor soiling. Photographs in excellent condition overall. Very good.

Various pieces of ephemera are in the album, including a twenty-eight-page mimeographed pamphlet entitled Welcome 25th. Inf. Div., with sections corresponding
closely to Burgstresser’s arrangement of this album; and a six-page mimeographed
pamphlet entitled The Sea Breeze (“Souvenir Edition,” October 23, 1945), issued to
those aboard the troop ship USAT “Cape Meares.” Also included is Burgstresser’s
military “Motor Vehicle Operator’s Permit” authorizing him to drive automobiles, large trucks, and a “Vehicle, wheeled, combat;” an invitation to ceremonies
honoring General Douglas MacArthur’s return to the U.S.; Burgstresser’s “Good
Conduct Pass” for Auckland; a few newspaper clippings; and pieces of Japanese
currency, including two pieces of Japanese government-issued “fiat pesos,” which
the Japanese issued during their occupation of the Philippines.

A dramatic photograph album from Harvey D. Burgstresser’s (1912-83) service
in the U.S. Army artillery during World War II. Although most photos are not
labeled individually, they are labeled by group, and track Burgstresser’s travels
through various combat stations during the war in the Pacific. The first photo,
labeled “Fayetteville NC” shows Burgstresser (on left) in uniform with another

According to his obituary (Philadelphia Daily News, April 25, 1983), Burgstresser
had graduated from Bucknell University; after the war, he went into the insulation
business and was eventually president of the Philadelphia Asbestos Corporation.
His album ably captures both the camaraderie and the horror of the war in the
Pacific.
$1500.

Early Prospectus and Blueprint Map for Oakland Homes,
Now a Hot Real Estate Market
7. [California]: SYLVAN CREST OAKLAND [PROMOTIONAL FLYER
AND BLUEPRINT MAP]. Berkeley, Ca.: Schmidt Skilling Co., [1907]. [6]pp.
on single folded sheet, including illustrations and map. Plus folding blueprint map.
Flyer: Three-panel folded sheet printed in black and taupe. Light crease to upper
left corner, light wear. Very good. Map: Blueprint with manuscript annotations.
Old folds, light wear and soiling, a few small closed tears at intersections of folds
(no loss of map). Very good overall.

Rare real estate promotional flyer for the
Oakland neighborhood bounded by Manila Avenue on the west, Desmond Street
on the east, and 51st Street on the south
(right at the border of the Temescal and
Shafter neighborhoods). The verso of the
brochure features a cadastral map with each
lot numbered; a corresponding list of prices
is found on the right side of the sheet.
The recto panels note the “Location and
Character” and “Advantages” of the Sylvan
Crest neighborhood, including the “”gossip
of a Southern Pacific electric road projected in the immediate future”...with a
probable station two blocks from this tract.”
The blueprint map is titled “Sylvan Crest Tract, being a Subdivision of Lot 10
Plot 13 of V. & D. Peralta’s Ranchios [sic].” Most of the plots have the buyers’/
owners’ names or initials added in manuscript, providing valuable information
on early ownership in the area.
This flyer is rare. OCLC only lists one copy, at Yale; there are no copies of the
blueprint map listed.
OCLC 1076350793.
$975.

Wide View of Wine Country
8. [California Photographica]: [Wine]: GUESTS OF CHEVALIER ANDREA
SBARBORO AT ASTI, SONOMA CO. OCT. 18, 1914 DELEGATES OF
THE CALIFORNIA COUNTIES COMMITTEES CONVENTION PHOTOGRAPHED ON THE HALF MILLION GALLON TANK LARGEST IN
THE WORLD [caption title]. [San Francisco]: Wesley Swadley, 1914. Panoramic
photograph, 8 x 29 inches. Minor creasing and edge wear, a couple of short edge
tears, small marginal dampstain at top center, toning to verso. Good plus.
A panoramic photograph depicting the members of the California Counties Committees Convention at the Italian-Swiss Colony Wine Company in Sonoma County
in 1914. The Italian-Swiss Colony was founded as an agricultural cooperative in
Asti, California in 1881 by Andrea Sbarbaro, an Italian immigrant to California.
Sbarbaro founded the company in part to provide employment for other Italian
immigrants to the United States, and the main crop cultivated by the agricultural
colony was, of course, grapes. Within a decade of formation, the Italian-Swiss
Colony was producing its own wine at its Asti vineyards, and became at one time
the leading producer of wine in California, turning out two million gallons of wine
per year before the end of the 19th century. The visitors pictured in the present
panorama stand and sit in front of the Italian Swiss Colony’s half million gallon
tank, which was the largest wine vat in the world at the time. The photographer
was the prolific San Francisco shutterbug, W. Wesley Swadley. We locate no
other copies of the present panorama in OCLC.
$850.

spine title. Minor edge wear, light soiling to boards, front hinge tender. Moderate
foxing throughout. Very good condition overall.
First and only edition of a delightful and rare pocket-sized book describing the
social graces and institutions in Washington, D.C. at a time of increasing political
rancor. The book transmits proper etiquette pertaining to the Supreme Court, the
New Gallery of the Senate, the House of Representatives, the “Congress Library”,
Sundays in general, boarding houses, a visit to the President and First Lady on
New Years’ Day, parties of the Secretary of State, fashion of dress, customs of
spectators at the Capital, proper procedures to follow at the close of Congressional sessions, and more. As for the Library of Congress, Cooley writes, “This
is the most splendid place of any thing of that nature, in the United States, and
contains the greatest collection of useful books of any library in America. Spectators are admitted during the session of congress, by members, or the librarian.
It is a fashionable place, both for gentlemen and ladies.” The text also prints a
long letter on the subject of etiquette from then-Secretary of State, John Quincy
Adams, to Vice President Daniel D. Tompkins, dated Washington, Dec. 29, 1819,
on pages 85-99.
In his Hand-Book of Official and Social Etiquette and Public Ceremonials at Washington (1889), Randolph Keim refers to the author of this little work as a “pioneer
writer on the etiquette of Washington.” He further called the book “a mirror
of the manners and customs of fashionable life at the Capital during the tenth
administration,” i.e., that of President John Quincy Adams.” Cooley was writing at the close of the “Era of Good Feelings,” when political partisanship in
Washington was increasing following the highly contentious elections of 1824 and
1828, the latter event bringing Andrew Jackson (a supposed model for to some
modern leaders) into power.
Little is known about Dr. Ebenezer Cooley, but he may have been the same Dr.
Cooley who submitted an invention the year this book was published, to the
Franklin Institute in Philadelphia, “On a machine for ascertaining and marking,
in a profile form, the Soundings of Coasts, Bays and Harbours.” The Franklin
Institute notes his submission, made at their monthly meeting on September 24,
1829, in their 1829 Journal.

Guide to Washington D.C. Etiquette
at the End of the Era of Good Feelings
9. Cooley, E[benezer], M.D.: A DESCRIPTION OF THE ETIQUETTE
AT WASHINGTON CITY. EXHIBITING THE HABITS AND CUSTOMS
THAT PREVAIL IN THE INTERCOURSE OF THE MOST DISTINGUISHED AND FASHIONABLE SOCIETY AT THAT PLACE, DURING
THE SESSION OF CONGRESS. Philadelphia: Published by L.B. Clarke, 1829.
112pp. 24mo. Contemporary polished sheep, single gilt border on boards, gilt

The last copy of this work to appear at auction was offered in part three of the
Americana sale of the late Henry Cady Sturges at Anderson Galleries in 1923,
and was described at that time as “Very scarce.” OCLC records just seven copies, at the Huntington Library, the New York Historical Society, Winterthur,
the University of Georgia, the American Antiquarian Society, the University of
Texas at Dallas, and the Museum of Fine Arts Houston. American Imprints adds
copies at the Library Company of Philadelphia, Boston Public Library, and the
Library of Congress, though the book does not appear in the online catalogues
of any of those three institutions.
A rare and intriguing manual to a kinder, gentler Washington, D.C.
BOBBITT, ETIQUETTE BOOKS 52. SHOEMAKER 38272. OCLC 191251967,
228684555.
$2000.

African-American Troops from Tennessee
Commanded by Ohioans
10. Cowden, Robert: A BRIEF SKETCH OF THE ORGANIZATION AND
SERVICES OF THE FIFTY-NINTH REGIMENT OF UNITED STATES
COLORED INFANTRY, AND BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES. Dayton. Oh.:
United Brethren Publishing House, 1883. 293pp. Original blue cloth stamped
in gilt and blind. Minor edge wear, spine ends a bit frayed, adhesive remnants
on spine from removed shelf label. Front hinge just starting. Mild even toning
to textblock, small ink stamp on first page of Preface, short repaired tear to Introduction leaf. Overall, a bright copy in very good plus condition, much nicer
than usually seen.
A rare regimental history of the exploits of an African-American Civil War unit,
composed largely of freedmen from Tennessee and commanded by officers mainly
from Ohio. Initially, the name of the regiment was the First Tennessee Infantry
(African Descent), but was changed to the 59th Regiment, United States Colored
Infantry in March, 1864. The regiment saw most of their action in the Volunteer
State, often against Nathan Bedford Forrest’s Confederate forces.
Cowden’s work is comprised of a history of the war from the first ordinance of
secession through the muster-out of the regiment. The history covers the organization of the regiment, their early drills, their move to Memphis, their part in
the disastrous Battle of Brice’s Cross Roads (also known as the Guntown Disaster), and their participation in the battles at Pontotoc, Tupelo, and Harrisburg.
Luckily for them, the 59th USCT were not present at the Battle of Fort Pillow.
The unit’s history is followed by short biographical sketches of the white officers
of the regiment, along with some of their post-war correspondence.
The author, Colonel Robert Cowden, achieved great success in organizing the
Fifty-Ninth Regiment. He also commanded the troops assigned to capture John
Wilkes Booth, and later testified at the trial of the surviving Lincoln assassination
conspirators. “The author, Colonel Cowden, was born near Mansfield, Ohio,
and at the time of writing this book, he was serving as Postmaster, at nearby
Galion, Ohio, later moving to Dayton, Ohio. Much on the Guntown Disaster”
– Midland Notes.
Not in Ryan’s Civil War Literature of Ohio. The work is well represented in
institutional holdings, but rare in the market, with no copies in Rare Book Hub
since Ernest Wessen offered a copy in 1964.
LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 2754. NEVINS I, p.75. DORNBUSCH II:1786. MIDLAND NOTES 87:123. HEARTMAN 120:449. $2000.

Philadelphia Merchant’s Observations While in Cuba,
Written on Two Attractive Letter Sheets
11. [Cuba]: [SUBSTANTIAL AND DETAILED AUTOGRAPH LETTER,
SIGNED, FROM M.L. DAWSON, A PHILADELPHIA MERCHANT &
BREWER, TO HIS WIFE, DETAILING HIS CUBAN ADVENTURES AND
HIS ONBOARD ACTIVITIES WHILE EN ROUTE FROM HAVANA TO
NEW ORLEANS]. [Havana, Cuba and onboard ship to New Orleans. March
7 – April 1, 1847]. [11]pp. in black or blue ink, on two different Cuban pictorial
letter sheets, plus a folded sheet of plain paper, the latter also used as the enclosure for the entire letter, addressed on verso of last page of enclosure. Minor
soiling, old folds, with a few short fold separations and a longer separation in
last folded sheet. Last sheet with small abrasion from removed wax seal (most of
which remains). Overall good plus condition.
A lengthy and interesting letter from a Pennsylvania businessman named M.L.
Dawson to his “dear wife” back in Philadelphia, written over the course of a few
weeks during his time in Havana and onboard a ship traveling from Cuba to New
Orleans in the spring of 1847. Being written over the course of several entries,
the letter also acts as a kind of brief diary of Dawson’s time in Cuba and the Gulf
of Mexico, and contains much information on the people and places he saw in
and around Havana, and much on the ship’s activities on the way to Louisiana.
Two-thirds of the letter is written on two separate Cuban letter sheets that are
themselves rare and desirable printed ephemeral items from mid-19th century Cuba.
The eleven-page letter covers Dawson’s stay in Havana and his voyage to New
Orleans. He writes that he had previously arrived in Havana from Philadelphia.
His letter begins on March 7, and Dawson details trips on horseback to the Cuban countryside, which he finds beautiful. He comments on odd Cuban funerary
practices, Cuban agricultural products, seeing the home where Santa Anna spent
his exile, and gives firsthand observations on the effects of slavery. He witnesses
a scene in Havana where slaves are chained and forced to make repairs while being overseen by men with whips and muskets. Dawson comments that despite
the beauty of the countryside, “the evidence of Slavery is every where apparent.”
Also apparent are “the ravages of the awful storm of the 10th month last,” a
reference to the devastating October 11, 1846 hurricane, the effect of which is
depicted in each of the letter sheets here. Dawson also reports on being invited
to breakfast by a Cuban nobleman, but was so taken aback by the food and the
experience that he vows never to repeat the experience.
After departing Havana for New Orleans on May 9 on the Brig P. Soule, Dawson reports on various shipboard activities, a disagreeable, cursing captain, slow
progress, boredom, and seasickness. He comments on claret as the typical drink
for breakfast. The letter ends on April 1 when Dawson’s ship anchors in New

Orleans Road. He closes with a promise to write again soon after he lands in
New Orleans, and sends kisses and love to his children and relatives.
The Cuban letter sheets Dawson employs for more than two-thirds of his letter
are interesting and attractive printed items in their own right. The first, titled
Huracan del 11 de Octubre de 1846 en la Habana shows a lithographed scene of
various ships in an angry sea being tossed against a breakwater in Havana harbor
during the October 11, 1846 hurricane. One passenger is being rescued with a
breeches buoy while other ships flounder in the distance. The second letter sheet
is titled Teatro Principal de la Habana. The scene at the head of this sheet shows
further destruction of the October 11 hurricane, centered on the damaged ruins
of the Teatro Principal (Main Theater) near the harbor. Two men in top hats
survey the damage while an African-American man stands at left center holding
long boards. Havana harbor is visible in the background, showing two paddlewheel
steamers and other ships damaged or sunken in the harbor.
Mordecai L. Dawson was the proprietor of M.L. Dawson & Co., a brewery in
Philadelphia. Here, Dawson addresses the letter to his company, noting the letter
is specifically intended “for E Dawson,” his wife. The Dawson brewery opened
in 1820 at 79 Chestnut Street, then moved to the corner of 10th and Filbert
Streets in 1830, after the company purchased the old Farmers’ Brewery in 1829.
Dawson apparently closed his brewery in 1849, not long after penning this letter
home. Though he does not state it explicitly in his letter, Dawson may have been
traveling to Cuba to establish an import business. Philadelphia was a pipeline for
numerous imports into Cuba in the mid-19th century, including beer.
An interesting record of one man’s sojourn to Cuba in the 1840s, with notable
observations on slavery and the Cuban situation in the wake of the October 11,
1846 hurricane, written mostly on two attractive and rare Cuban letter sheets
that also memorialize the hurricane.
$2750.

Two Indentured Women in Cuba Seek Their Emancipation
12. [Cuba]: [COLLECTION OF MANUSCRIPT DOCUMENTS ESTABLISHING THE EMANCIPATION OF JUANA MARQUEZ AND DOLORES
GALUA, INDENTURED WOMEN IN LATE 19th-CENTURY CUBA]. [Cuba.
1880-1882]. Eighty-five leaves of varying sizes (as large as folio in size) comprising
sixty-nine distinct manuscript documents in a variety of hands, including eight
printed documents completed in manuscript. Loosely stitched. Some leaves with
old folds. Chipping and small tears to edges of most leaves. Occasional foxing,
tanning (heavier to a few leaves), and ink offsetting and bleedthrough. Some leaves
with occasional worming (text only slightly affected). About very good overall.
A significant collection of documents supporting a case for the emancipation
of “morenas” Juana Marquez and Dolores Galua, from the Vinegeras family
of “patronos/patronas,,” namely Don José Vinegeras, Doña Dolores Boulay de
Vinegeras, and Doña Valentina Cruz de Vinegeras, in the Matanzas Province of
Cuba. Included are letters to the President of the Junta de Patronato, claiming
their liberty (“reclamando su libertad”), due to the patrono/as not conforming
with the Slavery Abolition Law (“La Ley de abolicion de la esclavitud”). Juana
Marquez also makes further claims for freedom (“redencion”) due of a lack of
payment of her contracted wages. Also included are twenty receipts (some paid
in silver) belonging to Juana and Dolores, detailing payments made to them by
Cruz. Many of the documents are notarized and most are attested to with an ink
stamp from a local official (“Junta Provincial de Patronato”), as well as tax stamps
showing payment for processing the document by the local courts.
Although the institution of slavery did not formally end in Cuba until a Spanish
royal decree in 1886, it was preceded by the abolition law of 1880 which provided
for an eight-year period of tutelage (“patronato”) for all enslaved people liberated
by the law, ostensibly to learn new trades and to learn how to live in the world
as free people. This expanded on an already existing system, in which masters
could rent out people enslaved to them to work for wages elsewhere. With the
1880 expansion, this effectively created a system of indentured servitude, as the
previously enslaved people were required to continue working for their previous
masters for meager wages at best. Granted, there were usually contracts created
between the former masters and the now-indentured servants, which included
details about wages to be paid, food and clothing provided, duties and hours to
be worked, and so forth. The 1886 decree ending all slavery also abolished the
patronato system, but until then it was rife with abuse. Juana Marquez and Dolores
Galua likely had been enslaved previously, and were now in the patronato system.
This collection is quite unusual because of the large number of manuscripts relating to Juana’s and Dolores’ claims for emancipation. Ultimately it appears that
not all the details of Juana’s and Dolores’ claims were resolved. Nevertheless,
this collection will reward further research.
$3250.

Using Poll Taxes to Disenfranchise Voters
in Reconstruction Georgia
13. Farrow, Henry P.: [Georgia Reconstruction]: THE INJUSTICE OF
POLL TAXES [caption title]. [Atlanta. ca. 1867]. Broadside, 15¾ x 10 inches.
Text printed in three columns. Old folds. Minor foxing, spotting, and creasing.
Very good.
An eloquent appeal against the disenfranchising poll tax, by a southern champion
of Reconstruction. Henry Pattillo Farrow issued this appeal on behalf of the poor
of all races in Georgia, at a critical moment in the history of Reconstruction and
the future of voting rights in the state, while the Reconstruction Constitutional
Convention was meeting. Georgia led the way in making the poll tax a bulwark
against fundamental change in race relations in the South. Despite the opposition presented in this broadside, the poll tax was retained in the final draft of
the Georgia Reconstruction constitution adopted in 1868, and was carried over
in the 1877 revision.
After serving in the Confederate Army, Farrow was a Georgia state attorney general
and a federal district attorney who strove to cooperate with northern efforts at
Reconstruction, and ensure the state’s compliance with the Sherman Reconstruction
Bill. Here he argues for removal of a provision in the proposed Reconstruction
constitution for the state of Georgia which permitted the imposition of a poll
tax for “educational purposes.” In part, Farrow’s statement on the poll tax reads:
“There is, in the humble judgment of the writer, no species of taxation ever
assessed by any government more violative of the principles of the science of
political economy and of common sense than taxation of that kind. A poll, or per
capita tax, is not upon property; is not upon a profession, a trade, or a business;
but it is a tax on man’s inalienable rights – ‘life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness.’ All who are in the enjoyment of those inestimable and inalienable rights
ought aid in supporting the Government which protects those rights. There is
no disputing that self-evident, axiomatic proposion [sic]. Yet, can a man be so
poor, so destitute, as to live without yielding some return in the way of tax to the
Government which protects him? Can you point to a single citizen of Georgia,
white or black, who pays no tax? You can not do it.”
Scarce, with only seven institutional copies recorded in OCLC, at Yale, Duke,
Williams College, University of West Georgia, University of Michigan, Vanderbilt,
and the American Antiquarian Society. Hummel adds a copy at the University
of Georgia. A fine example of early and ultimately unsuccessful resistance to the
institution of poll taxes in the South.
HUMMEL 594. OCLC 191231416, 166645823, 86110718.
$1750.

Lithographed by African-American Artist Grafton Tyler Brown
14. Firks, Henry: Brown, Grafton Tyler, lithographer: SAN-FRANCISCO
1849. DRAWN ON THE SPOT BY HENRY FIRKS, FOR W.H. JONES
ESQ. OF SAN FRANCISCO U.C. San Francisco: G.T. Brown & Co., 543 Clay
St., 1868. Tinted lithograph, 24 x 35½ inches. A few skillfully repaired marginal
tears. Near fine.
An important printing of the first large scale city view of San Francisco to be
printed in San Francisco, this version lithographed by the pioneering and talented African-American lithographer and artist, Grafton Tyler Brown. Baird &
Evans identify eight states of this important view of San Francisco in the first
year of the Gold Rush; it was first printed in 1849 in Philadelphia, New York,
and San Francisco. This is one of two variants printed by Grafton Tyler Brown,
“re-entered” in copyright in San Francisco in 1868. In this variant Brown’s address is listed as 543 Clay Street. The other (apparently earlier) variant gives
his address as 540 Clay Street – these two variants are the only two produced by
Brown. “Whether as artist or as lithographer, Grafton T. Brown’s sixteen city
views are his most famous lithographic work” – Chandler.

This fine lithograph depicts the city only
months before the great increase in population brought about by the Gold Rush. In this
G.T. Brown edition the number of identified
locations has been increased to fifty-one.
“A wide-ranging portrait of San Francisco,
crisply rendered by the artist Henry Firks,
is provided in this important view of the
city...the view delineates the main features
of the newly laid-out town: its favorable
location on a wide bay; the hilly terrain affording lookout points; the low commercial
structures lining the shore; the residential
buildings of various make, some substantial,
most not; and the large amount of shipping
accommodated by the harbor. At the right
is the Pacific Ocean entrance to the harbor,
already known as the Golden Gate. Flush
with the right-hand margin of the arched
view is Yerba Buena Island, preserving San
Francisco’s original name. Firks’ rendering
is the source of numerous other views of San
Francisco looking north on Montgomery
Street to Telegraph Hill” – Deák. A large
American flag flies above the Customs House
in the left of the view, which also identifies several ships in the Bay. The city
is depicted as a relatively modest settlement, with wooden buildings of one or
two stories, and a smattering of tents. Also identified are stores, a hotel, and the
residence of prominent early settler, William A. Leidesdorff.
“The prototype for this much-published view is a water color by William McMurtrie, done in 1849, now at the California Historical Society....The Firks original
(if there was one) may have been a drawing or water color after McMurtrie,
transferred to stone first by Ibbotson. Several large oil paintings purporting to
be this Firks original are clearly rather crude copies after the lithograph” – Baird
& Evans. Henry Firks was a painter and lithographer known primarily for his
California images during the mid-nineteenth century.
An important edition of a seminal early San Francisco cityscape, produced by a
talented and pioneering African-American lithographer.
BAIRD & EVANS, HISTORIC LITHOGRAPHS OF SAN FRANCISCO 8ei.
Robert Chandler, San Francisco Lithographer: African American Artist Grafton
Tyler Brown, p.195. DEÁK, PICTURING AMERICA 584. REPS, VIEW AND
VIEWMAKERS 315. CALIFORNIA ON STONE, pp. 89-90 & 120-121. $8500.

Creating the Suburbs in Georgia in 1897
15. [Georgia Mutual Colony Association]: BELAIR COLONY NINE MILES
WEST OF AUGUSTA, GEORGIA [wrapper title]. [N.p., likely Augusta, Ga. ca.
1897]. 17,[3]pp. plus a sample stock certificate from the Georgia Mutual Colony
Association laid in. In-text illustrations. Tall octavo. Original pictorial wrappers.
Front wrapper soiled around the edges, upper corner of front wrapper chipped.
Text a bit tanned but clean. Very good.
An uncommon promotional for a small agricultural community developed in
Georgia in the last decade of the 19th century. The work touts the “extraordinary
suitability of the Belair lands for settlement into a prosperous suburban farm and
town colony...surrounded by the most favorable conditions and attractive environments....” The Belair Colony was comprised of 4,000 acres of land near Augusta,
and most of the directors of the board were Augusta businessmen. The text
includes a description of the area in and around Belair, and has chapters on the
“Plan of Colonization” and the “System of Farming Recommended.” The work
has numerous photographic illustration showing the Belair railroads, housing in
the area, a “famous spring” in Belair, local farmlands, watermelon and cantaloupe
dealers in Augusta, the Richmond County Agricultural Society building, a cluster
of pears grown near Belair, the Augusta high school, and fields of sugar cane, pears,
peaches and a poultry farm near Belair. The last three pages include samples
of the stock application, the title bond, and one page of promotional text about
Augusta. A sample stock certificate is laid in. OCLC records two physical copies
of this rare promotional, at Augusta University and the University of Georgia.
OCLC 13997010.
$850.

Virginia is for Lovers, and Violent Outlaws
16. James, Edgar: THE ALLEN OUTLAWS. A COMPLETE HISTORY OF
THEIR LIVES AND EXPLOITS CONCLUDING WITH THE HILLSVILLE
COURTHOUSE TRAGEDY. [Baltimore: Phoenix Publishing Co., 1916]. 32pp.
Original pictorial wrappers. Mild edge wear. Even toning to wrappers and text.
Very good plus.
An uncommon later and condensed edition of a true crime narrative first published
in 1912 recounting the exploits of the notorious Allen Outlaws, a group of Allen
family members and associates in southwestern Virginia who were responsible for
the violent Hillsville Courthouse Tragedy in 1912. The work centers around the
controversial arrest and conviction of Floyd Allen for interfering with a police
officer after taking a prisoner away from a deputy sheriff. The validity of the
arrest is debated to this day, as Allen was himself a special officer at the time of
the event that precipitated his arrest. Nevertheless, Allen was convicted of the
crime, and sentenced to a year in prison.
Upon hearing his sentence, Allen is reported to have said, “Gentlemen, I ain’t a
goin’.” At that point, a gunfight broke out inside the courtroom. When the smoke
cleared, five people were dead and seven wounded. Among the dead were the
presiding judge, the sheriff, a state attorney, and the jury foreman. Floyd escaped
briefly, but was arrested at a nearby hotel the next day. A manhunt was organized
by the governor of Virginia for the other members of the Allen Outlaws who had
participated in the gunfight. Floyd and Claud Allen were convicted of murder
and executed. Other members of the gang were given long prison sentences. A
few of the gang, including Victor and Barnett Allen, were acquitted. To some in
Virginia, the Allen Outlaws remain folk heroes to this day.
In addition to the narrative, the work also includes five full-page illustrations
comprised of portrait sketches of Sidna and Floyd Allen, a photograph showing
three other members of the gang after their capture, a photograph of Dexter Goad
(Clerk of the Court, who was wounded in the melee), and a group photograph of
the “Posse of Citizens who hunted down the Allen outlaws.”
The front wrapper reads: “The Allen Outlaws And Their Career of Crime in the
Mountains of Virginia. Fully Illustrated. The Thrilling Tragedy of Hillsville Court
House.” The cover is illustrated with an action scene of the violent confrontation
inside the court room at Hillsdale. The rear wrapper contains advertisements
for other similar stories of American outlaws, such as the Biddle Boys, the Great
Beattie Murder Case, and the Dalton Brothers.
Rare, with only six copies in OCLC.
ADAMS SIX-GUNS 1139 (first ed). OCLC 33426950.

$450.

The beautiful first French edition of the account
of this pioneering voyage to the northwest coast of
America. Meares left Calcutta in 1786, subsidized
by a group of British merchants and charged with
entering the fur trade on the northwest coast of
America under the British flag. He established
himself at Nootka Sound, launched the first vessel to set forth in northern waters, explored the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, and made discoveries which
served as the basis for the British claim to Oregon,
which led to the Nootka Controversy and the
close approach to war between Spain and Britain
over conflicting claims. Meares also entertained
the Indians in the region and records details of
their habits, customs, languages, and villages.
The atlas volume, titled Collection de Cartes
Geographiques, Vues, Marines, Plans et Portraits,
Relatifs aux Voyages du Capitaine J. Meares, contains
twenty-eight plates, views, and maps, beginning
with a portrait of Meares. The views include
various northwest and Philippine islands, the
Strait of Juan de Fuca, Macao, the Bocca Tigris
at Canton, the Sandwich Islands, and Meares
entering Nootka Sound. Among the maps are
representations of the Pacific Northwest, northeastern Asia, the North Pacific Ocean, Nootka,
and several ports of call around Nootka visited
by Meares. In addition to the portrait of Meares,
there are two separate portraits of natives of the
Sandwich Islands and a scene of two chiefs of the Nootka shaking hands.

“One of the early and fundamental books
on the Northwest Coast” – Lada-Mocarski
17. Meares, John: VOYAGES DE LA CHINE A LA COTE NORD-OUEST
D’AMERIQUE, FAITS DANS LES ANNEES 1788 ET 1789...TRADUITS DE
L’ANGLOIS PAR J.B.L.J. BILLECOCQ.... Paris: Chez Buisson, [1794]. Three
text volumes plus quarto atlas. xxiv,391; [4],386; [4],371,[1]; [4]pp., plus twentyeight engraved maps and plates (many folding). Half title in each volume. Text
volumes: Contemporary tree calf, spines elaborately gilt, gilt morocco labels, edges
of boards ruled in gilt, edges of textblock marbled. Atlas volume: Contemporary
half green calf and blue marbled paper-covered boards. Text volumes: Minor edge
wear, corners lightly worn, minor chipping to spine ends, small gouge to leather
at lower edge of front board of first volume. Occasional scattered foxing to text,
one leaf in third volume roughly opened at bottom corner, just touching a couple
of words. Atlas volume: Minor rubbing to spines ends, boards, and corners. Occasional minor scattered foxing. Overall, a complete set in very good condition.

“This important account gives a very full account of the Indian nations of Northwest America, describing their villages, languages, manners, and customs. It also
contains a separate account of the voyage of the Iphegenia, commanded by Captain
William Douglas, which visited the Sandwich Islands and Nootka Sound” – Hill.
“Pioneer English voyage to this coast, supplying the chief basis to British claims
to Oregon. Spanish pretensions to territory beyond California were relinquished
in the treaty following England’s remonstrance over the seizure of Meare’s ships,
anchored off Nootka” – Howes.
“One of the early and fundamental books on the Northwest coast of America in
general and on Alaska in particular” – Lada-Mocarski.
A handsome and complete copy of the first French edition of the landmark Meares
expedition.
HILL 1126 (English ed). HOWES M469, “aa.” LADA-MOCARSKI 46 (note).
SABIN 47262. FORBES HAWAII 238. GRAFF 2735, 2736. SMITH 6688. WAGNER, NORTHWEST COAST 758-766n & pp.210-11. WICKERSHAM 6595a.
REESE, BEST OF THE WEST 17 (English ed).
$3000.

A fascinating collection of recipes passed down
through the Rivero family of Puebla, Mexico,
collected in two manuscript cookbooks, and
assembled using older leather bindings re-sewn
with later, cardstock-like text leaves, on which
the family has handwritten a variety of “delicios”
recipes. The cookbooks were compiled from
recipes emanating, according to the handwritten
dedication page in the first volume, from the
author’s mother and grandmother (“Dediciosas
regetas que me hereda mi abuela y mi madre”);
the second book is comprised of recipes from
the author’s mother (“Delicias llena de sabores
y aromas herencia de mi mama”). Both dedications are signed “VR” in “Mexico 1888” and
“Mex 1889,” respectively.

A Pair of Handmade Late 19th-Century Mexican
Manuscript Cookbooks of Family Recipes
18. [Mexican Cookbooks]: [Rivero Family]: HERENCIA DE SABORES.
[with:] DELICIAS Y SABORES [manuscript cover titles]. Puebla. 1888-1889.
Two volumes: [52];[44]pp. In Spanish. Herencia de Sabores: Earlier tree calf, gilttooled borders, manuscript paper label on spine and front board. Delicias y Sabores: Earlier dark sheep, manuscript paper label on spine and front board. Both
bindings chipped at spine ends and corners, some scuffing, sunning, and rubbing
to boards, spines partially perished. Hinges tender, and cracked in a few places,
but stable. Minor staining to a few leaves, but mostly clean. Overall in very good
condition, the text quite easily readable.

Reportedly, the Riveros ran a restaurant in Puebla
around the turn of the century. Most of the
recipes are for locally-influenced recipes using
local ingredients; each takes up a few pages and
is very detailed. These include Atole de Fresa;
Champurrado de los Mayas de Convento de
puebla Santa Clara (the convent of Santa Clara
is reputed to be the birthplace of rompope, a
sort of eggnog served during the holidays, but
must have been famous for their champurrado
as well); bunuelos Veracruzanos; caracoles a la
montanesa (an old Cantabrian recipe); chalupitas de crema y polla; chilaquiles de santa anita;
enchilada de pulque; tacos jalisco; jamoncillos de fresas; manjar del cielo; manjar
de monjas de Puebla; postre de camote y peran de California; and a number of
puddings and buscachos. Many of these recipes record dishes and convent sweets
rarely seen in cookbooks, printed or manuscript.
An appealing aspect of this pair of cookbooks concerns their material construction. The textblocks were made from folded sheets of thick paper, folded into
quires, and sewn into earlier leather bindings, in a kind of remboîtage, very likely
in a real effort to make them look fancy. The crude paper labels on the spine
and front boards are additional visual cues to the handmade nature of the books,
as are the re-purposed Victorian illustrations used as endpapers in each book.
A unique and rich collection of 19th-century Pueblan recipes, with added handmade appeal.
$3250.

Copious Information on Mining in the West
19. [Mining]: Fitch, Henry S.: PACIFIC COAST ANNUAL MINING REVIEW AND STOCK LEDGER CONTAINING DETAILED OFFICIAL
REPORTS OF THE PRINCIPAL GOLD AND SILVER MINES OF NEVADA, CALIFORNIA, ARIZONA, UTAH, NEW MEXICO, AND IDAHO;
A HISTORY AND DESCRIPTION OF MINING AND STOCK DEALING
ON THIS COAST, WITH BIOGRAPHICAL SKETCHES OF 100 OF THE
PRINCIPAL MEN ENGAGED THEREIN; AND A SERIES OF FINANCE
ARTICLES. San Francisco: Francis & Valentine, October, 1878. [ii]-xvi (including
front pastedown),264,xvii-xxv pp. (including rear pastedown). Publisher’s pebbled
black cloth, front board gilt. Boards lightly worn. Bookplate on front pastedown
(Louise Arner Boyd), ink stamps (John F. Boyd) on verso of titlepage page and
verso of final leaf. Very clean internally. Very good.
Well-preserved copy of this uncommon and short-lived periodical that assembled
an extensive amount of information about mines, mining companies, mineral
fields, financiers, and related subjects throughout the West. One hundred pages
consist of a directory of the “live mines of the Pacific Coast,” with information on
performance, location, and officers. The first and final pages are all advertising
leaves for businesses almost exclusively in the San Francisco Bay Area. A substantial number of stockbrokers are listed, as well as mining expedition outfitters,
newspapers, hotels, and a wine bar. There is also a section on the Sutro Tunnel,
biographical sketches of prominent mining figures, and detailed information about
the bullion market. This 1878 edition was the first in a proposed annual series;
however apparently only one other was issued, in 1889.
The copy was owned by John F. Boyd (1842-1920), wealthy Bay Area mine owner
and businessman; and then later by his daughter, Louise Arner Boyd, famed explorer of Greenland and the Arctic, and the first woman to fly over the North
Pole.
$750.

The Nevada Silver Rush
20. [Nevada Mining]: THE SILVER MINES OF NEVADA. New York: Wm.
C. Bryant & Co., 1865. 77pp. plus folding map. Original printed wrappers. Early
pencil ownership signature and ink note in upper margin of front wrapper. Wrappers lightly soiled, two closed tears in center of rear wrapper. Very good.
Second edition, first published the year before with an identical collation and
map. A significant compilation of contemporary accounts of silver mining in
Nevada during its early boom years, with an interesting map. Among the sources
are newspapers in Nevada and California, and the report of Interior Secretary
J.P. Usher. Many of the reports concentrate on the Reese River mining district,
centered around the town of Austin, which experienced an explosion of activity
after silver was discovered in 1862. “A comprehensive account of all that could
be ascertained at that time regarding the new diggings, containing descriptions
of the towns, mines, and settlements, together with many pages of extracts from
the local newspapers” – Eberstadt.

The folding “Map of the Washoe, Humboldt and Reese River Silver Mines in
the State of Nevada” was drawn by E.W. Perry and shows most of Nevada and
Utah, and California north of the San Francisco Bay Area, with much detail on
the towns surrounding Austin. Wheat comments on some of the inaccuracies of
the map, but also notes that “the old emigrant road is shown around the north
end of Great Salt Lake, down the Humboldt, and as far west as the Valley of the
Mud Lakes east of Honey Lake. Railroads, actual or projected, are noted in the
Sacramento Valley; and from Auburn the ‘Central Pacific Rail Road’ finds its way
across the Sierra to the Truckee, thence over to and up the Humboldt, and on
to Utah Lake by a route south of Snow Water Lake.” Wheat further notes that
this map also accompanies two Nevada mining prospectuses, for the Mountain
Queen Silver Mining Company, and for the Ruby Silver Mining Company. Not
in Paher or Lingenfelter, nor in the Thomas W. Streeter collection. Rather
scarce in the market.
WAGNER-CAMP 422c. HOWES N61. WHEAT TRANSMISSISSIPPI, pp.156157 and item 1128 (ref). EBERSTADT 107:293.
$2500.

Promoting a Major New Orleans Public Works Project
21. [New Orleans]: Cass, Frank T., compiler: FACTS OF INTEREST
ABOUT THE PORT OF NEW ORLEANS SECOND PORT U.S.A. New
Orleans: Board of Commissioners, Port of New Orleans, 1922. 32pp., extensively
illustrated. Original colored map-illustrated wrappers, string-tied. Small crease to
lower corner of front wrapper, a few smudges to wrappers. Faint scrape to titlepage, a few fingerprints to interior, but overall very clean. Very good.
Uncommon promotional pamphlet advertising the Port of New Orleans and touting the soon-to-be-completed “Inner-Harbor-Navigation Canal” (also known as
the “Industrial Canal”) connecting the Mississippi River to Lake Pontchartrain.

The names and portraits of the members of the
Board of Commissioners are featured, along with
details on port administration, police and fire protection, dry dock and repair plants, and a map
with the Mississippi Valley region highlighted in
red. There are also recent statistics on imports
and exports coming through the port, including
bananas, cotton, coffee, coal, grain, oil, sisal, and
sugar and molasses. Finally, there is information about steamship, rail lines, and
barge lines that connect with the port, along with cranes and derricks available
for loading and unloading, and public warehouse capacity and storage rates. Also
included are the listings of all thirty-five nations who have consular offices in
New Orleans, along with the names and addresses of the lead consular officers
for each. The wrappers show a map of New Orleans with the route of the canal
(in the eastern portion of the city) in red.
This canal had been on the minds of engineers since the Spanish held the region
in the 18th century, but it wasn’t until the early 20th century that it became a
reality. It made an already bustling port vital for trade in the region. OCLC
locates eight copies.
OCLC 12599442.
$750.

Mocking Rural Pennsylvanians
22. [Pennsylvania]: THE FRIENDS TO LITERATURE THANK THE
MESSRS. HURN, PINCHBACK, & CO. FOR ISSUING AN EDITION OF
THEIR INCOMPARABLE AND IMPARTIAL WORKS RELATING TO
THE THEATRE, AND BEG TO INFORM THEM THAT A FURTHER
AND IMMEDIATE SUPPLY IS AGAIN PRESSINGLY AND NECESSARILY WANTED FOR THE BACK SETTLEMENTS OF AMERICA [caption
title]. Pennsylvania: Quim Quizz, [ca. 1827]. Letterpress broadside, 7¼ x 9¾
inches. Old folds, minor staining and wrinkling, small hole in lower left corner.
Very good. Untrimmed.

Likely a satirical piece relating to the urban
versus rural rift in Pennsylvania, with a tone
mocking the sophistication of those in the
countryside. The quote beneath the title passage, referencing the work on theatre, reads:
“Taken principally from authors of the Seventeenth Century, and therefore well adapted
to the customs, manner, and opinions of the
year 1827.” The quote is attributed to a work titled New Principles of Logic,
which does not seem to exist. The printer’s name is also comical, and cannot
be matched to any printer known to have worked in Pennsylvania. Lastly, we
could find no record of the supposed publishers, Hurn & Pinchback. In fact, the
only notable Pinchback in the American historical record is P.B.S. Pinchback, an
African-American publisher, soldier, and politician who became the first African
American to serve as a governor in the United States when he took the oath as
acting governor in Louisiana in 1872. But Pinchback wasn’t born until 1837,
and seems to have no connection to Pennsylvania. OCLC records just one copy
of the present broadside, at the University of Pennsylvania. Rare and curious.
OCLC 1048883581.
$300.

With a Small Hand-Drawn Map of the Wharf of Cagayan
During the Philippine-American War
23. [Philippine-American War]: [United States Navy]: [BRIEF BUT EVOCATIVE MANUSCRIPT DIARY KEPT BY AN UNKNOWN AMERICAN ARMY
OFFICER OF THE 20th KANSAS VOLUNTEER INFANTRY SERVING
IN THE PHILIPPINES DURING THE PHILIPPINE-AMERICAN WAR,
ACCOMPANIED BY AN ALBUMEN PHOTOGRAPH TAKEN DURING
HIS SERVICE]. [Onboard ship and in Cagayan de Misamis [present-day City
of Cagayan de Oro], Mindanao, Philippines. March 25 – April 6, 1900]. [13]
pp. of manuscript, written on rectos only (about 2250 words), plus an albumen
photograph, 4½ x 6½ inches. Contemporary limp leather notebook. Spine perished, covers chipped and holding by binding cords. Internally clean. Photograph
somewhat faded. Good condition.
A detailed and well-written manuscript diary kept by an American army officer
in the Philippines for a few weeks during the early moments of the PhilippineAmerican War, providing a critical firsthand account of the build-up to the Battle
of Cagayan de Misamis. The most striking aspect of the diary is the small, handdrawn map of the wharf at Cagayan in the entry for March 28, which relates the
strategic positions of enemy insurgents in the aforementioned battle. Another
important artifact present here is an albumen photograph of soldiers posing outside
a structure; the caption on the verso reads: “20th Kas Block House No. 1.” The
20th Kansas Volunteer Infantry served bravely in the Spanish-American War, and
shortly thereafter was assigned to the Philippines both to fight the early insurgencies and act as an occupying force after the defeat of the Filipino insurgency.
The text records details on the deployment of named military personnel and
naval vessels to the Philippines in March and early April, 1900. The diarist
and his fleet leave on March 25 for Manila, dropping anchor the next day at the
“beautiful little land-locked harbor off the south west of the island of Leyte,”
with its “population of 300,000 friendly natives.” While in port at Leyte, the
author writes about the “situation in Mindanao” where there are “six hundred
armed and a great number of unarmed insurrectors at Cagayan,” where he and
the other midshipmen are headed.
They arrive in Surigao, Mindanao, the next day, greeted at the wharf by “a large
excited crowd composed of natives, soldiers, nearly all wearing the uniform of
officers, priests and chinoes.” Upon arriving in the city, some Navy personnel
head “uptown to receive the surrender of the place and raise the American flag
and the Manila has just fired a national salute to that noble emblem.”
The next day sees more surrenders, a Grand Ball for the arriving American occupiers, and preparations to proceed to Cagayan, where the American military
“expects considerable resistance since we are reliably informed there is a large
force of armed insurrectors there.” The author records in detail the plan for
the occupation of Cagayan, including the aforementioned manuscript map of the

portion of the city nearest the wharf. The map lays out the grid of the portion
of Cagayan closest to the wharf and the entrance of the Cagayan de Oro River,
identifying both enemy-occupied and “open” positions within certain city blocks.
The next day, on March 29, the author further details the forces he is up against:
“My information was that an army six hundred armed with mausers and eleven
brass cannon were to be met.” He also spends considerable space in this entry
describing the manuscript map from the previous day, referencing the map when
discussing movements into the Cagayan de Oro River. Further allied troops arrive, and the author takes a moment to note that “My men had as yet had little
experience in battle, and I had not met a heavy armed force since a year ago today
when the 20th Kas. Vol. Infy. assaulted a force at Guiguinto River, Lazon and I
got a brass capped Remington slammed nearly through me and was thought to
be mortally wounded.”
The officer and his men approach the mouth of the river leading inland from
Cagayan, expressing surprise at the silence of the enemy ranged along the bank.
They proceed a short ways up the river, but meet no resistance from the local
“Municipal Guards” or anyone else sporting “the gaudy uniforms of the Filipino
soldier” in occupying Cagayan. The author describes the residents as “intelligent, well dressed people” but notes that “two hundred strong had gone to the
mountains well armed with mausers and at this writing are still out” on March 29.

In the next entry, dated April 6, the author notes that the recent business of occupation has been coming along slowly. He describes a twenty-one-gun salute
from the American ship Yorktown, and the unfurling of the American flag as it
“fluttered gaylily to the top of a bamboo pole and spread herself proudly to the
breeze and proclaimed a new possession for Uncle Sam.” No sooner had he written
this than the diarist records that he and his unit “were most reliably informed that
the natives were forming and would attack us with bolos before morning.” The
intelligence was correct. After a short passage in which he describes how local
“natives continue to run up prices on everything and do a big business in monkeys
with the soldiers,” the diary ends abruptly. The next day, during the dawn hours
of April 7, the Battle of Cagayan de Misamis took place in the city. Over fifty
Filipino soldiers and four Americans were killed in this decisive American victory
during the Philippine-American War that cemented control of Cagayan. Why the
officer who kept this diary did not continue it beyond April 6 is unknown – there
is much room left in the volume for further entries.
The photograph laid into the diary features a group of the 20th Kansas Volunteer
Infantry outside their “Block House No. 1.” This photo likely features the unit
from their earlier service during the Spanish-American War.
A short but informative diary presenting rare insight into an obscure period of
American military and colonialist activities in the Philippines.
$1150.

Rogues Gallery of Bad Men, Described by Pinkerton
24. Pinkerton, William A.: [SAMMELBAND OF SIX WORKS FROM THE
PINKERTON DETECTIVE AGENCY, INCLUDING FOUR ADDRESSES
DELIVERED BY WILLIAM A. PINKERTON TO THE ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF CHIEFS OF
POLICE IN THE FIRST DECADE OF THE 20th CENTURY]. [Chicago &
New York. 1904-1907]. Typed contents leaf and six pamphlets in original printed
wrappers bound in one volume, as described below. Illustrations. Thick square
12mo. Later 20th-century buckram, gilt leather labels. Light edge wear. Internally
clean, two short repairs to titlepage of one pamphlet. Overall very good plus.
A bound collection of six separately-published works by the Pinkerton Detective
Agency, four of which are speeches by William A. Pinkerton to the International
Association of Chiefs of Police in various cities between 1904 and 1907. All six
works are illustrated with images of Pinkerton agents, law enforcement officials,
and/or criminals. All of the pamphlets are quite rare.
William A. Pinkerton (1846-1923) was the eldest son of Alan Pinkerton, founder
of the famed (and infamous) detective agency and ran the company from Chicago
while his younger brother Robert maintained the offices in New York. Here,
William Pinkerton uses colorful anecdotes and stories from the annals of the
Pinkerton firm that provide good evidence why he was a sought-after speaker
at these police conventions and other events. After his father’s death in 1884,
William moved the company’s focus from detective work to anti-labor and strikebreaking activities. The Pinkertons thereafter participated in the suppression of
several major strikes, including the Homestead Strike of 1892.
The pamphlets present here, in bound order, are as follows:
1) Adam Worth, Alias “Little Adam.” Theft & Recovery of Gainsborough’s “Duchess of
Devonshire” 1904. January, 1904. [12],23pp., plus twelve photographic portraits.
Third edition. An examination of the career of German-born American criminal
mastermind Adam Worth, who is most famous now for inspiring Arthur Conan
Doyle to create Sherlock Holmes’s archenemy Professor Moriarty. A Scotland
Yard detective in the late-19th century referred to Worth as “the Napoleon of
the criminal world” because of his short stature. Worth was most notable in his
own time for stealing the original painting of Thomas Gainsborough’s “Blue Boy.”
The photographic plates picture the Pinkertons, Worth, and many of Worth’s
accomplices. Nine copies are located in OCLC. OCLC 3832996, 959390348.
2) Train Robberies, Train Robbers and the “Holdup” Men. November, 1907. 84pp.,
including thirty-three photographic portraits. An address by Pinkerton delivered
to the annual convention of police chiefs in Jamestown, Virginia in 1907. Here,
Pinkerton provides a history of the types of men who rob trains. As he writes
near the beginning: “The ‘hold-up’ robber originated among the bad men of the
gold mining camps. Unsuccessful as a prospector, too lazy to work, and with
enough bravado and criminal instinct to commit desperate crimes, he first robbed
prospectors and miners en route on foot to stage stations, of their gold dust and
nuggets, becoming bolder, looting stages and eventually after the railroads were

built, he ‘held-up’ railway trains and robbed express cars.” The portraits include
Jesse James (including a posthumous portrait), Cole Younger, Charlie Pitts, Charlie
Ford and other members of the James Gang, as well as James Burrows, the Sontag
brothers, the Dalton Boys, other members of the Dalton Gang, the “Wild Bunch”
(including Etta Place and Laura Bullion), and many others. Often reprinted, there
are about thirty institutional copies in OCLC over several records.
3) The “Yeggman” Bank Vault and Safe Burglar of To-Day. August, 1904. [6],41pp.,
including twenty-one photographic portraits. An address by Pinkerton delivered
to the annual convention of police chiefs in Saint Louis in June, 1904. This talk
by Pinkerton details the activities of the nighttime bank vault thieves and safe
crackers – the “Yegg” – and his accomplice, the “Gay Cat.” The photographs
picture such Yeggmen as Topeka Joe, Denver Harry, Mass Dick, Frisco Slim,
Cal Shorty, Toronto Jimmy, Black Billy, and numerous others from all over the
country. Only four copies in OCLC. OCLC 80398973, 79562140.
4) Bank...”Sneak”...Thieves. November, 1906. 52,[1]pp., including twenty-seven
photographic portraits and one illustration of a “Professional ‘Bank Sneak.’” A
paper read by Pinkerton to the attendees of the annual convention of police chiefs
at Hot Springs, Arkansas in April, 1906. Pinkerton’s talk concerns the “professional ‘sneak’ thief” and his associates responsible for robberies mostly at banks
and jewelry stores. These thefts mainly occur by employing a two-man team
– one who distracts and another who commits the crime. Pinkerton mentions
Adam Worth as “undoubtedly in his time the ‘King of Sneaks’” though he does
not include a portrait of him in this work. There are, however, over two dozen
portraits of other famous sneaks, such as Rufus Minor, “Little Joe” McCluskey,
Frankie Buck, and many others. OCLC reports fifteen institutional copies. OCLC
25121642, 366494518.
5) “Forgery.” August, 1905. 44,[1]pp., including twenty photographic portraits and
one illustration of “The Forger at Work.” An address by Pinkerton delivered
to the annual convention of police chiefs in Washington, D.C. in May, 1905.
Here, Pinkerton talks about the “carefully laid plans and skillful reproductions”
of the forger, and illustrates “the decline of the professional forger during the
past fifteen years, and the reasons leading thereto.” Expert forgers pictured here
include George Wilkes, Charlie Becker, John W. Doyle, Alonzo J. Whiteman, Max
Steel, and a dozen others. About a dozen copies in OCLC over several records.
6) Timothy Webster Spy of the Rebellion. November, 1906. 10pp., including
two portraits. A short but informative biographical appreciation of one-time
Pinkerton agent Timothy Webster. An associate of Allen Pinkerton, Webster was
a Union spy during the Civil War. He was eventually outed while in the enemy
capitol at Richmond and executed on April 29, 1862 by order of Confederate
President Jefferson Davis. Webster was the first spy executed during the Civil
War. The two portraits in this pamphlet picture Webster and Allen Pinkerton.
OCLC reports just thirteen copies. OCLC 13168138.
A nice assemblage of Pinkerton Detective Agency publications covering some of
the most notorious criminals of the late 19th and early 20th centuries. $1750.

A Prussian Officer in the American Revolution, Perhaps
25. [Rahmel, August Wilhelm Leopold von]: UEBER DEN DIENST, VON
EINEM, EHEMALS UNTER DER PREUSSISCHEN ARMEE GESTANDENEN, UND JETZT UNTER DEN AMERIKANERN DIENENDEN
OFFIZIER. ENTWORFEN NOCH EH’ DERSELBE SEINEN ERSTEN
DIENST VERLIESS. Boston [i.e. Breslau: Gutsch], 1783. 72pp. Modern bluegreen wrappers, all edges red. Light tanning, occasional foxing throughout. Ink
stamp on titlepage verso. Very good.
Rare first edition of a treatise on military service by an officer “formerly under the
Prussian army and now serving under the Americans.” Anonymously published, this
was one of several works on military instruction and history by August Wilhelm
Leopold von Rahmel (1749-1808), officer in the Prussian army at Breslau and
later mayor of Schmiedeberg (now Kowary, Poland). Rahmel attended the cadet
school in Berlin, and entered military service in 1767, and while we were unable
to verify whether he actually crossed the Atlantic during the Revolutionary War,
the false imprint of “Boston” (really, Breslau) highlights his interest in the cause.
Nevertheless, several prominent Prussian officers did contribute to the revolutionary effort, most notably Baron Friedrich von Steuben, who is credited with
helping teach the Continental Army the essentials of military drill and discipline.
OCLC lists three copies in German libraries, and three in U.S. libraries: Newberry, John Carter Brown, and the Society of Cincinnati.
OCLC 31994563, 258530468. Edmund Goetze, Grundriss Zur Geschichte der
Deutsche Dichtung Aus Den Quellen Von Karl Goedeke, Bd. 7: Zeit des Weltkrieges
(1790-1815), Abt. II (Berlin: Akademie Verlag, 2011), p.427.
$1250.

Race and Sexual Violence:
All the Trappings of a Story That American Readers Crave
26. [Rockafield, H.A.]: Anderson, Alexander: THE MANHEIM TRAGEDY. A
COMPLETE HISTORY OF THE DOUBLE MURDER OF MRS. GARBER
& MRS. REAM: WITH THE ONLY AUTHENTIC LIFE AND CONFESSION OF ALEXANDER ANDERSON.... Lancaster, Pa.: Printed at the Evening
Express Office, 1858. 64pp. plus three woodcut plates. Original pictorial wrappers.
Wrappers worn and chipped, front wrapper foxed along the lower portion, loss
to upper outside corners of rear wrapper and last few leaves (text only slightly
affected), some loss to paper at spine ends. Pages 41-48 misbound between pp.3233, occasional light foxing and tanning throughout. Partially unopened. Good.
Second edition of Rockafield’s popular compilation of materials related to the
“Manheim Tragedy,” a brutal double rape and murder committed in Manheim,
Pennsylvania, by two men: one described as a “negro,” the other as a “mulatto
speaking the German language.” This edition was printed in the same year as
the first edition and appears to be identical except for the addition of a third illustration, depicting the prisoners kneeling in prayer on the scaffold. There was
also a German translation printed the same year (Das Manheimer Trauerspiel...).
On the morning of December 15, 1857, Elizabeth Ream stopped by to visit
with Anna Garber as she worked in the kitchen. Both older women, they were
related by marriage, Mrs. Garber’s daughter Mary Ann had married Mrs. Ream’s
son. At 1 p.m., Mary Ann stopped by to visit and a “death-like silence reigned
within.” She found the two women in the back room, “their bodies in an indelicate position...with their throats cut from ear to ear, and their clothes and person
saturated in their own blood.” She ran to the neighbors and raised the alarm.
Suspicion immediately fell on two African-American men who had been in the
vicinity looking for work that morning. They had visited Isaac Kauffman, saying
they were chimney sweeps, but Kauffman had no work for them. He gave them
some bread, and they went next door to the Garber house. Kauffman assumed
they found work there because he saw them enter, but did not see them leave.
The self-censored account of the crime begins:
“Their double-murder was the work of a triple motive – they demanded bloodgold- and---. The heart sickens – thought recoils within the dungeon of the
mind – imagination palls – the pen involuntarily stops, at the contemplation of
such a compound deed of fiendish brutality. While it was enacting, angels wept
and averted their earth-reaching eyes, unused to look down upon such human
depravity; and devils trembled at the contemplation of the consequence of their
own hellish conception and instigation.”
The men were found quickly, walking along Lititz Pike towards Lancaster. They
were arrested and taken to the mayor’s office where they identified themselves as
Alexander Anderson and Henry Richards. They were searched, and the evidence
was damning: Anderson was found to have $90 in gold and silver under his shirt
in a salt sack tied with a silk ribbon, Richards had three dollars wrapped up in a

piece of German newspaper similar to one found in Mrs. Garber’s chest. Richards
was also wearing Mrs. Garber’s boots, and Anderson had an handkerchief with
black bars that was a perfect match to one used by Mr. Garber.
Although it was unlikely that Anderson and Richards would be found innocent, the
judge, alderman, and attorneys were concerned the men would be lynched before
a trial could be held. And so they held the preliminary hearing in the storeroom
of the jailhouse rather than at the courthouse; by the time the actual trials were
held, tensions had died down. The trials of both men were predictably quick
and ended in guilty verdicts; both men were sentenced to hang. While awaiting
execution, Rockafield explains that Anderson took it upon himself to write out his
full confession and arranged with Rockafield to have it published, “the profits to
be applied for the benefit of his wife and children....” Rockafield also notes that
accounts of these murders were very popular, with “no less that three copy-rights
having been taken out prior to this one, for titles purporting to cover confessions

of Anderson and Richards...[this is] his only authentic Life and Confession....”
Rockafield includes many moral messages and warnings about the evils of drunkenness and licentious living, including the notable warning: “Let others addicted
to similar vices, take warning, even though they boast white skins. ‘Murder will
out!’” He also includes an Appendix with “A Brief Account of the Murders and
Executions in Lancaster County since its Organization,” as well as a “List of
Death Warrants Issued from the year 1798 to the year 1851....” The wrappers
feature advertisements for The Evening Express and local Lancaster businesses, as
well as an woodcut of Anderson and Richards “in the Act of Murdering” on the
rear wrapper.
Despite its popularity at the time, this pamphlet is uncommon in libraries and
has only appeared at auction once in the past century. This is the first time we
have handled this title.
McDADE 7. LIBRARY COMPANY, AFRO-AMERICANA 566. SABIN 72374.
$1500.

Second Seattle Directory
27. [Seattle Directory]: Choir, Melody: CHOIR’S PIONEER DIRECTORY
OF THE CITY OF SEATTLE AND KING COUNTY, HISTORY, BUSINESS
DIRECTORY, AND IMMIGRANT’S GUIDE TO AND THROUGHOUT
WASHINGTON TERRITORY AND VICINITY. Pottsville, Pa.: Miners’
Journal Book and Job Rooms, 1878. 125,[1]pp., plus single-page map. Without
a leaf paginated 11-12, apparently as issued. Original printed yellow stiff wrappers, backed by cloth. Wrappers a bit soiled. Titlepage and a few following leaves
strengthened in the gutter with tissue paper. Map with two small closed tears in
the bottom edge. Overall, very good. In a brown silk folding box, paper label.
This copy bears an early ownership signature on the titlepage of “John L. Hayden,
Olympia, W.T.”
A scarce and early directory of Seattle and vicinity, only the second Seattle directory overall. It is denoted “volume 1” on the front wrapper, and appears to be the
only number that was issued by Melody Choir, a Seattle merchant. “The author
was a Seattle real estate agent and merchant who, according to his own advertisement, sold everything from books to tombstones. He took the whole Territory
for his province and attempted to enliven the dull factual matter by humorous
bits, such as his ‘Matrimonial Market,’ and by an original poem that totally belies
his euphonious name. In spite of its eccentric quality, the volume was a valuable
aid to business men, travelers, and home-seekers” - Library of Congress. There
is much practical information for the prospective Seattle transplant, as well as
advertisements for a profusion of local businesses, and a “black book” which lists
the names of scores of residents who had died in the previous few years, many
from diphtheria. Choir’s advertisement states that this volume was printed in an
edition of 3000 copies.
This directory contains, following page 8, a leaf with the index on the recto and
a single-page map on the verso (unpaginated, but presumably pages 9-10). The
next leaf in our copy contains pages [13] and 14. A comparison with the Yale
copy shows that the collation of our copy matches exactly with that of the Yale
copy. The Yale copy has an inserted folding map bound in where pages 11 and
12 should be, but this map, showing the Oregon coastline, was “Engraved for
Choir’s Illustrated Year Book of Oregon, Idaho, Washington, British Columbia
and Alaska,” and was not issued with the present directory. Howes, as well, does
not call for a folding map (only the single-page map described above). Not in
the Soliday collection, or in Eberstadt. OCLC locates eleven copies, but at least
two of those are microfilms.
HOWES C396, “b.” LIBRARY OF CONGRESS EXHIBITION (WASHINGTON) 108. OCLC 28211999.
$4000.

Club Women of Houston
28. [Texas]: [Women]: DIRECTORY OF WOMEN’S ORGANIZATIONS
HOUSTON, TEXAS 1935 1936 [wrapper title]. [Houston]: The Houston League
of Women Voters, [1935]. 116pp. Original printed wrappers. Minor soiling and
foxing to wrappers. Small chip in foredge of first leaf, text evenly toned. Very good.
A rare directory listing the names of officers and members, as well as their addresses, for numerous women’s organizations in Depression-era Houston. The
directory was issued by the Houston League of Women Voters whose president,
Mrs. Verne Maddox wrote the Foreword. Among the groups listed are the “Americanization Council,” American Legion, Bank Women’s Club, Women Lawyers
of Harris County, National Council of Jewish Women, and a variety of groups
devoted to politics, the arts, gardening, and other pursuits. There are also over
eighty advertisers, including the Houston Chronicle, Humble Oil, Southwestern
Bell Telephone, and many other local businesses. The directory was apparently
published from at least 1928 to 1936, according to OCLC, which specifically lists
just one copy of this entry, at the University of Texas at Austin.
OCLC 25775315.
$500.

Enticing Investors in East Texas Farm Land
29. [Texas Agriculture]: ANGELINA ORCHARD COMPANY [wrapper title].
Boston: Poole Printing Co., [ca. 1902]. 16pp., plus two promotional pieces laid
in, one a folded broadside, the other [4]pp. on a folded sheet. Original light green
printed wrappers. Light wear. Near fine.
An unrecorded promotional pamphlet and related ephemera touting the advantages
of investing in the ill-fated Angelina Orchard Company near Lufkin in Angelina
County, Texas. Around 1900, the group of Boston investors who printed this
pamphlet established the town of Manton in East Texas, which was designed to
support their commercial fruit farm, on the Texas and New Orleans Railroad.
The present pamphlet sets forth the details of the available land for purchase,
highlights the advantages of growing fruit in East Texas, prints testimonials from
others in support of the area, and enumerates the legal protections for landowners
in Texas. The inside rear wrapper is printed with a list of mean temperatures for
the area from 1901. Laid into the pamphlet is a sample contract and a separate
promotional detailing real estate and insurance offerings from the company.
“The Angelina Orchard Company, incorporated around 1901 with a capital stock
of $130,000...bought 12,500 acres of cutover timberland near the site of what is
now Southland Paper Mills for growing and processing fruit. The idea of raising
fruit as an economic venture in Angelina County may have been fostered by the
Lufkin Tribune and the Houston Post, which published articles early in the century advertising East Texas as a good peach-growing area. The author of these
articles, an industrial agent for several railroad lines, had reportedly also sent
out thousands of folders promoting this idea. About 1902 the Angelina Orchard
Company planted 500 of its 12,500 acres in peach trees, 350 in pear, and 150 in
plum. The company planned to plant 500 more acres a year until the entire tract
was under cultivation. The farm was envisioned as a community and business
center. The company built tenant houses for orchard employees, a commissary, a
school, and a church. Also planned were a canning factory, a sawmill, more tenant
houses, and a spur railroad. The plans were short-lived, however. Manager Fred
Brunsterman was shot during an argument in a Lufkin bank vault. The company
then employed two different managers, but profits never met the original expectations. The last manager attempted to make money by raising cotton, potatoes,
and cantaloupes, with no more success than the peaches had brought (cotton was
then selling for twenty-five to fifty dollars a bale). The Manton orchard failed.
The stockholders sold the land and what timber was left” – Handbook of Texas.
No copies in OCLC or auction history.
Megan Biesele, “Manton, Tx.” in HANDBOOK OF TEXAS (online).
$750.

Immense Atlas of Manuscript Maps of
a Southwest Washington County
30. [Washington State]: [ATLAS OF MANUSCRIPT PLAT MAPS FOR
CLARK COUNTY, WASHINGTON, COMPILED AND UPDATED BY
ERNEST A. MIDDLEBROOKS, A SOUTHWEST WASHINGTON CIVIL
ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR, AND OTHERS]. [Portland, Or.; Vancouver
and Kelso, Wa. 1910-1934]. Sixty-three manuscript plat maps and four printed
plat maps, ranging in size from 16 x 24 inches to 16 x 17 inches. Executed on a
variety of paper, stiff cardstock, linen, and oilcloth papers; some linen-backed,
some mounted on cardstock, some with mounted blanks for corrections, and
practically all annotated in pencil, colored pencil, and/or ink in various hands.
Oblong elephant folio. Contemporary gray cloth, brad bound with brass screwposts. Some scuffing to edges, corners worn. Occasional creasing and edge wear to
maps, a few detached, many reinforced with paper or cello tape at the fore-edges
and margins. Very good overall.

An enormous and unique manuscript plat map atlas for Clark County, Washington
with township & range maps, along with section maps for historic homesteads,
and with detailed lists of historical owners. Though the identity of the compiler
of this atlas is unknown, it was undoubtedly assembled by an active civil engineer and surveyor in southwest Washington. These maps detail lands and their
assorted owners for a region stretching from Vancouver Lake to Washougal and
the Skamania County Line, and from the Columbia River to the Lewis River on
the Cowlitz County line. This manuscript plat map atlas served as a vital reference and working record, as it was continually updated and revised over a span
of three decades.
Unlike most published Pacific Northwest plat map atlases such as those issued
by Metsker, Kroll, or George Ogle, the compiler of this volume has incorporated

around Vancouver Lake above
Mill Plain. In addition, the
plat maps display the intricate
ownership and shifting boundaries for the Thomas Preston
claim, which comprises much
of modern Felida; the Robert Logan homestead which
stretches along North Vancouver Lake to Cougar Canyon Creek; and the Thomas
J. Hosford claims between
present day Fruit Valley and
Highway 99 up to the Salmon
Creek Greenway.

color-coded plat maps and section maps, specifically tracing the ownership of historic Donation Land Claims, Pre-Emption Act Claims, and Homestead Act Claims
throughout Clark County. The color-coded section maps trace the development
of the city of Vancouver from a Hudson’s Bay fur trading post to a combination
farm community and industrial port city. These annotated maps include references
to such original owners as George and John Tooley, granted their homestead by
President Ulysses S. Grant in 1872, and later purchased by Robert and Charles
Buker, which is now the Buker Homestead and Heritage Farm; the Peter James
Stice homestead filed in May, 1862, now incorporated as much of the city of Washougal; and the Francis and Margaret Laframbois claims filed under the original
Oregon Territory Donation Land Claims in 1850, after Francis had married Mary
Maguerite Tomwata, a Chinook Indian and originally included most of the lands

The present atlas stands as
an important document of
land settlement in southern
Washington, as the compiler
often notes unrecorded claims,
boundary issues, and appears to have maintained his own system of updating
the atlas on a regular basis. This atlas most assuredly served as a vital resource
for an active civil engineer/surveyor and his clients in the days before easy access to land and survey records, either physically or digitally. Only one of the
maps contains an attribution to a creator, reading “E.A. Middlebrooks.” Ernest
A. Middlebrooks (1871-1939) was a civil engineer working for the railroad in
Columbia, Wasco County, Oregon by 1900. By 1910, he operated his own civil
engineering firm in Portland, before moving his practice to Vancouver, and then
Kelso, Washington in the 1920s where he remained until his death. This atlas
may have been assembled by Middlebrooks, but cannot be asserted definitively.
A substantial and one-of-a-kind collection of manuscript plat maps recording land
ownership in the Pacific Northwest in the early-20th century.
$4250.

